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Abstract
Internet has dramatically transformed the way present generation youth interact with one another. The usage of
social networking sites is increasing drastically among urban youth in India. Ironically online behaviour among
youth as an area of research is understudied. The purpose of this paper was to explore the perception, preference
and usage of social network sites among the young population. The data was collected by a self-administered
questionnaire through personal survey. Data analysis revealed respondents’ perception and preference for
various social networking sites on parameters categorized as functional dimension and association dimension.
The finding of the study provides useful insights for web designers regarding web features, design and content
that would increase usage and preference. The research finding provides suggestions and directions for making
social networking sites attractive, unique, engaging and user’s friendly.
Keywords: social networks sites, youth, usage, preference, perception, India
1. Introduction
Social networking site as the major source of interaction in the world (Wright & Hinson, 2009) has become an
integral part of life for today’s youth that has changed their way of communication. Social networking sites are
classified into multimedia, communication and entertainment (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). These sites give an
opportunity to express oneself and collaborate with other (Buckingham, 2008). The term social network for some
researchers means socially interactive technologies or networks that offer fast-paced, inexpensive, online
communication (Bryant et al., 2006). By 2017, social network audience in the world will account for 2.55 billion
as per eMarketer report of ‘Worldwide Social Network Users: 2013 Forecast and Comparative Estimates’. India
in specific had 54.8 million social network users in 2011 that is expected to increase to 282.9 million by 2017.
With approximately 150 million Internet users, India ranks 3rd in the world after China and US with 575 million
and 275 million internet users respectively.
Internet has enabled millions of individuals (Pempek et al., 2009; Trusov et al., 2010), around the globe
particularly the so-called “Generation M” (Vie, 2008) with a new form of communication (Ellison et al., 2007;
Shin, 2010). Social network sites such as Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, and Orkut, are witnessing a rapid
growth in recent past (Zhou, 2011) due to simplicity and convenience (Takemura & Umino, 2009). Youth are the
most frequent users of networking sites (Mason et al., 2010; Quillian & Redd, 2009; Subrahmanyam et al., 2009;
Gemmill & Peterson, 2006), as compared to previous generation (English & Duncan-Howell, 2008).
Numerous studied have been carried out on type and quality of activities conducted on social media networks.
Chang and Cheng (2004) found unlike offline; online relationships are characterized as less intense in terms of
the depth but more spread out in terms of width. Research findings have reported unwillingness to interact face
to face resulting in use of social media networks (Sheldon et al., 2009). Youth and adults differ in their usage,
evaluation and preference for social networking sites. They enjoy more independence and invest more time in
experimenting and taking risk. Internet provides them scope to experiment with their identities.
Sites that provide a place to connect, understand and explore do compete with each other for attracting traffic.
Site that provides opportunity to discover new things, to experiment with one’s own self-image seems to be more
preferred as they provide scope to try out and experiment new things (King, 2009). They act as an enabler in
creating one’s identity and in facilitating the socialization process (Urista et al., 2009). Social networking sites,
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provides opportunity for group formation, communication and exerting influence (Kane, Fichman, Gallaugher, &
Glaser, 2009; Pfeil, Arjan, & Zaphiris, 2009; Ross et al., 2009), for sharing (Boyd & Ellison, 2008; Pfeil et al.,
2009; Powell, 2009; Tapscott, 2008), developing and maintain relationships (Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2007;
Kane et al., 2009). Individuals feel enabled to socialize and construct their own identity (Urista et al., 2009).
These sites have changed the fulcrum of entertainment and information gathering hence researchers need greater
insight on usage of online sites (West et al., 2007).
2. Literature Review
According to uses and gratifications approach motivation for usage of a specific social network is guided by
social, psychological and other gratifications reasons (Sheldon et al., 2009). Any site that satisfies these specific
needs stands higher chance for been preferred over other social network sites. McQuail (1995) summarized the
needs and gratifications into four basic categories: diversion to escape from routines and daily problems,
personal relationships, for companionship, personal identity, for reinforcing individual values, and finally for
collecting needed information (West et al., 2007, pp. 428-429). Research (Roy, 2009) on use and gratification
theory grouped media gratifications into two categories: process gratification associated with performance of the
activity or usage of the medium and content gratifications associated with the information acquired (Kayahara &
Wellman, 2007).
Davis et al. (1992) found usefulness and enjoyment factors affected the usage of technology (Kim et al., 2007;
Lin & Bhattacherjee, 2008; Lu & Su, 2009; Moon & Kim, 2001; Teo et al., 1999; Van der Heijden, 2004). A user
of social network values the effectiveness of the site in allowing him/her to form profiles, build and maintain
relationships and in reaching out to others (Li & Bernoff, 2008; Pfeil et al., 2009). Some scholars (Kang & Lee,
2010; Kwon & Wen, 2010; Sledgianowski & Kulviwat, 2009) in their study found users’ perceived usefulness of
social network sites affected their intention of usage. Researchers (Gandal, 1994; Shurmer, 1993) found sites
with complementary items or services enhanced continuous usage intention (Powell, 2009; Tapscott, 2008).
Greater numbers of peers in network sites facilitates bigger network thereby creating a greater sense of pleasure
(Powell, 2009; Tapscott, 2008) and enjoyment (Li & Bernoff, 2008; Powell, 2009; Tapscott, 2008). Features like
blogging, grouping, networking, instant messaging, enhanced social networking site interactions (Hsiao, 2011;
Li, 2011; Wang et al., 2010).
Nyland and Near (2007) found entertainment, relationships and learning as the most common use of social
networking sites. Ellison et al. (2007), in their study found that social networking sites were used by students
primarily to maintain or intensify relationships. Stafford et al. (2004) identify content, process and social
gratifications as the reason for usage of networking sites. Rafaeli (1986) in his study identifies entertainment,
recreation and fun as the motive for usage of social networking sites. Subsequently Eighmey (1997) identified
personal development, ease of use, relaxation and exchange of experiences as the motivating factor.
Non-utilitarian motives like fun, escapism and spontaneity played an important role for usage of online social
sites (Kim, 2002; Mathwick et al., 2002). Men and women with equal presence online had different motive for
online use (Hoy & Milne, 2010). More specifically, women exhibited greater concerns for privacy (Tufekci,
2008), and exhibited greater inclination for textured types of communication (Anick, 2005; Jackson et al., 2001).
According to Nazir et al. (2008), the probability of a new user subscribing to an application is dependent on the
network effects. Effectiveness of the site to build and maintain relationships helps to form a positive impression
about the site (Li & Bernoff, 2008; Pfeil et al., 2009). Scholars (Kang & Lee, 2010; Kwon & Wen, 2010;
Sledgianowski & Kulviwat, 2009) were of the opinion that perceived usefulness of social network sites affects
usage intention. Kang & Lee, 2010; Sledgianowski & Kulviwat, 2009 viewed social network sites as a
‘pleasure-oriented information system’. Researchers (Gandal, 1994; Shurmer, 1993) have pointed out the
complementary services enhances usage intention (Powell, 2009; Tapscott, 2008). A sense of pleasure (Powell,
2009; Tapscott, 2008) and enjoyment (Li & Bernoff, 2008; Powell, 2009; Tapscott, 2008) makes social
networking sites unique. The essential features of social networking sites like blogging, grouping, networking
and instant messaging enhances social interaction (Hsiao, 2011; Li, 2011; Wang et al., 2010). An understanding
of gender differentials in terms of usage patterns seems to be extremely important (Li & Kirkup, 2007). Most of
the findings are source of debate, more so in Indian context hence it is important to have an insight on the usage,
perception and preference for social networking sites among youth. Though a lot of studies have been done on
the usage motive but rarely any research has been done on preference for social networking site which seems to
be extremely needed for providing web designers insight for attracting traffic. Research study reveals that
youngsters use social networking sites to connect with people who are not in close physical proximity to fulfill
their affiliations need (Lee, 2013). Research studies have observed men use social networking sites for
developing new relationships while women use for relationship maintenance (Muscanell & Guadagno, 2012).
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3. Research Methodology
The present study addressed the following research questions:
Q 1: Why do youth prefer a particular social networking site?
Q 2: What are the main reasons for usage of a particular social network site?
Q 3: What are factors that influence the popularity of a particular social network site?
The empirical study was carried in Delhi the capital of India and the world’s 2nd largest urban conglomerate.
Data was collected from 150 university students from 10 different undergraduate and graduate schools.
Purposive sampling was used to collect data from youth above 19 years of age for the present study. This age
group is expected to be active, independent and mature (McNeal, 1992), as by the age of 19 a child has already
developed highly cognitive skill in choice making (Belk et al., 1982) and differentiating products and brands
(Ward et al., 1977). The college students were considered to be the most appropriate respondents for the present
study due to their exposure to internet and group influence (Arrington, 2005; Basil, 1996). The present study
used survey method to collect data. The questionnaire consisted of 40 questions. The first part of the
questionnaire was on demographic profile like age, gender, etc. The second part of the questionnaire dealt with
questions measuring user’s usage and preference for social networking site. The third part captured users
perception based on the similarity and dissimilarity across various social networking site. Respondents were
asked to compare 5 social networking sites, two sites at a time based on overall similarity and dissimilarity. The
wording of the questionnaire was refined based on pretests. Out of the 150 only 124 responses received were
found to be useful and 26 responses were discarded due to incomplete information. The Statistical Package for
Social Sciences 18.0 (SPSS) was used for data analysis. The top 5 popular site were considered for the current
study.
4. Analysis and Findings
From table 1 it was found that on an average more than 50 % of the respondents used social networking site for
about 5 hour per week. Table 2 reflects that majority of the respondents used social networking site for both
personal and social purpose.
Table 1. Average time spent on social website weekly
Social networking Site

% of Response

Less than 5 hour

58.2

5-10 hours

31.5

10-15 hours

7.6

More than 15 hours

2.7

Table 2. Usage of social networking site
Usage of Social networking site

Mean

SD

To see what others are doing

3.30

1.14

To post information

2.77

1.07

To obtain information about products

3.60

1.28

To find new market trends

3.73

1.31

For job alerts

3.72

1.35

To find organization services

3.81

1.24

To chat

2.08

1.09

To make friends

2.49

1.14

To play games

3.76

1.30

The internal consistency and reliability was measured using Cronbach Alpha and KMO (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
Measure of Adequacy) tests. The instrument was reliable with an alpha value of 0.78 as shown in table 3
(Malhotra, 2003).
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Table 3. R
Reliability statisstics
Cronbaach’s Alpha

N of Itemss

0.787

48

Chi-squaree test was carrried to find oout the signifiicant differencce between thhe types of gaames played across
different aage groups in a particular neetworking sitee. From figure 1 it is evidennt that responddents played games
extensivelyy on Facebookk.

Figgure 1. Gamess played in soccial website

Significannt difference accross gender ggroup was fouund regarding iinformation thhat respondentts were relucta
ant to
share on ssocial networkking sites. It w
was found thaat female resppondents weree reluctant to share their mobile
number onn the site. Tablee-4 reflects thee alpha value aas 0.00 at 0.05 level of signifficance.
Table 4. R
Results of the Chi-Square
C
testt
Value

Df

Asymp. Sig.

Pearson Chi-S
Square

16.202

2

0.000

Likelihood Raatio

16.097

2

0.000

Linear-by-Linnear Association

16.012

1

0.000

(2-sided)

More thann 60% responddent preferred F
Facebook as thhe most preferrred site. Resppondent’s perception for diffferent
social nettworking site was found uusing multidim
mensional scale. Respondennts were askeed to rate various
combinatioons of social networking
n
sitee on a 10-poinnt scale. Respoondents rated ttwo social netw
working sites at
a the
same timee based on oveerall similarityy or dissimilarrity. Respondennts gave higheer rating for a social networrking
site that thhey considereed were similaar and lower rrating for a social networkking site basedd on the perce
eived
dissimilariity. Multidimensional scale w
was used to creeate a perceptuual map for vaarious social neetworking sitess.
From figurre-1 it is quitee clear that Faccebook, Twitteer and Orkut ooccupied a possition distinct from LinkedIn
n and
MySpace oon two dimenssions. The dim
mension on horrizontal axis inn figure-1 wass named as funnctional association
and the diimension on thhe vertical axiis was named as group assoociation. The ffunctional assoociation dimen
nsion
indicated tthe features off a social netwoorking site likee the type, varriety, relevancee and flexibilitty of features while
w
group assoociation dimennsion indicatedd the type of group (professsional or perssonal), size off group (number of
contacts) aand group actiivity. Based onn the dimensioon it was founnd that Faceboook, Orkut and Twitter occu
upied
somewhat similar positioon on both thee dimension inndicating the faact that these ssites enjoyed a somewhat sim
milar
perceptionn and hence em
merged as stronng competitor tto each other.
From the pperceptual mapp obtained from multidimennsional scale, it is observed tthat Facebook,, Orkut and Tw
witter
are relativvely high on both
b
the paraameter and enj
njoy different perception sppace comparedd to MySpace
e and
LinkedIn. These sites occcupied a posittion at a signifiicantly differennt zone on the perceptual maap.
mparing with social
s
networkks as MySpacee, Facebook seeems to be higghly private, w
with a member only
While com
policy. MyySpace was pperceived as pprovider of viideos, music aand picture. F
Facebook was perceived as user
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friendly inn terms of its feeatures which made it easy too locate and fiind things of innterest. In addiition, because of its
highly cusstomized naturre, as well as w
with the featurre of experimeenting with seelf-image (King, 2009) it is more
for socializing and talking to friends aabout work. F
Facebook seem
ms to be preferrred for social reasons, though at
times it is used for learniing purposes ((Madge et. al, 22009) as well. Tweeter was pperceives as innformation network,
LinkedIn was perceivedd as a professsional netwoork while Faccebook was pperceived as a social netw
work.
Facebook seems to be hiighly accessiblle and scalablee in terms of coommunicationn.

Figure 2. The relationsship
5. Conclussions
The presennt paper provided insight onn youth usage, perception annd preference ffor social netw
working sites. First,
F
the findingg of the study concluded thaat features andd type and num
mber of membbers as the moost important factor
f
influencingg perception and
a preference. The findings of the presentt study seems tto be similar w
with Sledgiano
owski
& Kulviwaat, (2009) studdy that suggestted enjoyment and Powell (22009) and Tapscott (2008) sttudy that suggested
users expeerience of fun influencing uuser’s preferennce for social networking siite. Second, thhe study conclluded
type of grooup (professioonal or personaal), size of grooup (number oof contacts) annd group activvity to be impo
ortant
factor inflluencing perceeption and preeference for soocial networkiing sites. Thiss finding seem
ms in line with
h the
research sstudy (Li & Bernoff,
B
2008;; Powell, 2009; Sledgianow
wski & Kulviw
wat, 2009; Taapscott, 2008)) that
concludedd that opportunnity to expand iin terms of conntact and activvity as one of thhe major reasoon to prefer a social
s
networkingg site.
6. Manageerial Implicattions
The findinng of the present study provvides insight aand recommennd for social nnetworking deesigners to dev
velop
specific appplications as per
p the demannds, to allure aand encourage network exterrnalities. To strrengthen stick
kiness
of a site, web designers should incclude element of novelty aand pleasurablle surprise. Prractitioners sh
hould
constantlyy include valuee added applications to reinfforce enjoymennt and use expperience. In thhe coming yearrs for
any social networking site to be a winnner in the rappidly evolvingg social networrking space thhey need to cra
ave a
special andd clear positionn that would ffit best for theiir target group.. Hence web ddesigners need to be careful about
a
the site phhysical look, thhe features andd about the eleement of privacy and flexibillity. Hence com
mpanies shoulld try
to exploree different wayys to deal witth privacy conncerns by emppowering userrs with more ccontrol to mittigate
privacy cooncerns. A sociial networkingg site that is ablle to project a distinct positioon would attraact traffic and enjoy
e
strong netw
work. The com
mpany-createdd or third-partyy managed soccial networkinng sites shouldd ensure the qu
uality
and user eexperience to encourage useers to share innformation on popular sites. Social networking sites need to
develop annd update theirr services conttinuously to saatisfy user’s neeeds. Marketerrs can use sociial networking sites
for mobilizzing users to get
g engaged in social movem
ment or activitiies, like engagiing in social cause campaign
n and
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building brand community.
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